ONLINE EXTRAS

DISPLAY CABINET
Need a little extra space for storage
or display? You can build this
roomy cabinet as a stand-alone.

T

he photos at right say it better than I
can. Just one look and you can
see that this cabinet, built as a stand
alone, makes a really attractive and
functional storage and display unit.
And you can go two ways here. If you
like the challenge of building the
divided-light glass door, --- go for it.
But you can save the extra effort, leave
off upper door, and still end with a
great piece of furniture.
WHAT'S DIFFERENT. The changes you’ll
need to make in order to build this
cabinet as a stand alone, really don't
amount to much. It just involves a little work on the bottom skirt and the
top cornice. Everything else stays
exactly the same.
CORNICE. A quick look at Fig. 1 shows
how to fit the cornice molding. On
this version you want the molding to
wrap around three sides. First add
the cornice cap. Just miter the pieces
to length and fasten them in place
with glue and woodscrews. Then
miter the crown molding to fit underneath and glue and nail it in place.
This will top the cabinet off nicely.
SKIRT. The changes to the skirt are
along the same lines. All I did was
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NOTE: Cornice and crown
molding wrap around
front and sides

#8 x 1!/2"Fh
woodscrews

make the skirt continuous around
the front and two sides instead of cutting it to fit up to the center cabinet.
Fig. 2 shows what to do here and
it’s all pretty straightforward.
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Cornice cap
24#/4"

NOTE: Crown
molding glued
and tacked under
cornice cap
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